
The Women’s Musical Club of Toronto welcomes members
and guests to its 117th season of presenting chamber music
at its finest.

Music in the Afternoon, a five-concert series, presents
musicians who are on the threshold of international
recognition, as well as established artists and ensembles.
Both Canadian and international artists are invited to
perform. The WMCT also commits to commission a new
work by a Canadian composer. The series is presented to its
members/subscribers, and single tickets are also available.

The WMCT assists exceptional young Canadian talent
through scholarships, awards and performance opportunities.
Presented every third year, the Career Development Award is
one of Canada’s most prestigious awards for a young
musician embarking on a performance career.

A volunteer-run organization, the WMCT provides an
opportunity for men and women to assist in the selection of
artists and the presentation of the concerts, in addition to
sharing in the appreciation of the fine performances.
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Today’s concert is sponsored by

The Henry White Kinnear 
Foundation 

The McLean Foundation

The Women’s Musical Club of Toronto gratefully acknowledges the
Imperial Oil Foundation

for its support of the WMCT Student Outreach Programme
and

the Ontario Arts Council,
an agency of the Government of Ontario,

and the City of Toronto through the Toronto Arts Council
for assistance in presenting

Music in the Afternoon.



GREETINGS 
from 
Simon Fryer, Artistic Director 
Women’s Musical Club of Toronto

Welcome to the second concert of the 117th 
season of the Women’s Musical Club of 

Toronto’s Music in the Afternoon. This season the WMCT proudly presents 
some of the most sought-after musicians on the world stage as well 
as younger performers who will surely be in that position before too 
long. It is especially exciting to note that three of the five programmes 
feature Toronto debuts for the artists: our opening concert with the 
well-established, Paris-based Trio Wanderer, followed by the Dover 
Quartet which swept the board at the most recent Banff International 
String Quartet Competition, and, in 2015, much lauded Dutch mezzo-
soprano Christianne Stotijn. These auspicious debuts are complemented 
by Brassfire, a performance from 2006 International Brass Personality 
of the Year, Canadian trumpet virtuoso Jens Lindemann. The WMCT’s 
season closes with the dynamic Ensemble Made In Canada. As part of 
their programme the four young ladies of EMIC will première the latest 
WMCT commissioned work by Canadian composer Christopher Mayo 
– a collaboration sure to bear dazzling fruit. All these artists shine 
brightly in their field, and their music-making is sure to enchant and 
enthuse. Don’t miss a single one of these events.

Today, the WMCT presents the spectacular Dover Quartet. Considered 
one of the most remarkably talented string quartets ever to emerge at 
such a young age, the Dover Quartet swept the 2013 Banff International 
String Quartet Competition, winning the Grand Prize as well as all 
three Special Prizes. Their program of Haydn, Saariaho and Beethoven 
allows this remarkable ensemble to demonstrate the uncommon 
breadth of musical vision that fuels their success.

Thank you for subscribing to the 117th season of the WMCT – the 
essence of chamber music.
 

Women’s Musical Club of Toronto
56 The Esplanade, Suite 203A, Toronto, Ontario M5E 1A7  www.wmct.on.ca



PROGRAMME
 

Quartet in G Major, Op. 76, No. 1, Hob.III/75
 Allegro con spirito
 Adagio sostenuto
 Menuetto: Presto
 Allegro ma non troppo

Quartet “Terra Memoria”

Quartet No. 12 in E-flat Major, Op. 127
 Maestoso – Allegro
 Adagio, ma non troppo e molto cantabile
 Scherzando vivace
 Finale

Visit Dover Quartet’s web site at www.doverquartet.com

Dover Quartet is represented by The Banff Centre, www.banffcentre.ca

Complimentary refreshments will be available at intermission. 

Please come and meet the artists in the lobby following the concert.

INTERMISSION

Franz Joseph Haydn
(1732 - 1809)

Kaija Saariaho
(b. 1952)

Ludwig van Beethoven
(1770 - 1827)



NOTES
The story of Haydn’s lifelong employment by the aristocratic Esterházy 
family has been told often in these notes, usually emphasizing, as the 
composer did, the isolation of his position, but also its security. He was 
connected to the family from 1761, when he was twenty nine, until his 
death in 1809. In truth he exaggerated his isolation a little. In 1779 his 
contract had been renegotiated and from then on he was allowed to 
sell his instrumental music to publishers and to accept commissions 
from other patrons, and as a result became widely known in Austria and 
abroad, especially in England. Nevertheless, in 1790 the nature of his 
employment did change significantly when Prince Nikolaus I, whom 
Haydn had served for almost thirty years, died and was succeeded by 
his son Anton. Anton had little interest in music and, in addition, many 
reasons to cut his expenses, so the musical establishment was almost 
completely disbanded. Haydn was kept on as director of music at a 
reduced salary, but with no official duties; he also received a pension 
from the estate of Nikolaus. 

The resulting freedom allowed Haydn to make two separate visits to 
London where he encountered a musical world quite different from that 
of Vienna and where he was treated like a modern-day media celebrity: 
“My arrival caused a great sensation…I went the rounds of all the 
newspapers for three successive days. Everyone wanted to know me. If I 
wanted I could dine out every day.” In London music was a commercial 
enterprise and he was frequently faced by a rather different audience 
from those he had written for so far. That he adjusted, apparently 
effortlessly, is borne out by the ecstatic reviews he received in the London 
press. Georg Griesinger, Haydn’s friend and first biographer, said that the 
composer “considered the days spent in England the happiest of his life. 
He was everywhere appreciated there; it opened a new world to him.” He 
also made a lot of money; if Griesinger’s sums are to be believed, Haydn 
netted as much from his time in London as he did from 20 years at the 
Esterházy court. After only four years at the head of the Esterházy family 
Anton died and was succeeded by his son Nikolaus II, who started to 
build up the musical establishment once again. Haydn was reinstated 
as music director, although the duties consisted mainly in writing a 
yearly mass for the nameday of Nikolaus’s wife. There is relatively little 
instrumental music from these years, the notable exception being the 
six quartets of Op. 76, dedicated to Count Joseph Erd!dy, and the two 
quartets of Op. 77 written for Prince Lobkovitz. 

We know that Haydn was well into the composition of the Op. 76 works 
by June of 1797, when the Swedish diplomat, Frederik Silverstolpe, 
heard the composer play through some of them at the keyboard. They 
were “more than masterly and full of new thoughts,” he says. A couple 
of years later, after the works had been published both in Vienna and in 
London, the English musician, Charles Burney wrote to the composer 



echoing these sentiments: “I had the great pleasure of hearing your new 
quartetti (opera 76) well performed before I went out of town, and 
never received more pleasure from instrumental music: they are full of 
invention, fire, good taste, and new effects…” 

The last part of Haydn’s career saw a gradual move away from the 
aristocratic patronage of music towards a broader based public support 
that was to become more and more commercially driven. Eighteenth-
century writers often divided listeners into connoisseurs – those who were 
knowledgeable about music – and amateurs – those who were lovers of 
music. As the 19th century approached, the make-up of audiences began 
to tip more and more towards the second. It is a measure of Haydn’s 
skill, demonstrated particularly well in the Op. 76 quartets, that he was 
able to cater to these amateurs without alienating the connoisseurs. This 
is more or less what Burney is saying when he lists the diverse attributes 
of these works.

I recently discovered that the Finnish composer, Kaija Saariaho, was 
co-founder in her youth of a contemporary music ensemble with the 
delightful name Korvat Auki or Ears Open. That seems to me to be the 
ideal way to listen to any new music, contemporary or otherwise. The 
following notes, written by the composer about the work on today’s 
concert, may help you to cultivate this “ears open” state. “Terra Memoria 
(2006) is my second piece for string quartet, the first being Nymphea 
which was written in 1987. Twenty years have passed since Nymphea 
and my musical thinking has evolved much in that time, but my initial 
interest in string instruments has remained as vivid as ever. I love the 
richness and sensitivity of the string sound and, in spite of my spare 
contribution to the genre, I feel when writing for a string quartet that I’m 
entering into the intimate core of musical communication. The piece is 
dedicated “for those departed”. Some thoughts about this: we continue 
remembering the people who are no longer with us; the material - their 
life - is “complete”, nothing will be added to it. Those of us who are 
left behind are constantly reminded of our experiences together: our 
feelings continue to change about different aspects of their personality, 
certain memories keep on haunting us in our dreams. Even after many 
years, some of these memories change, some remain clear flashes which 
we can relive. These thoughts brought me to treat the musical material 
in a certain manner; some aspects of it go through several distinctive 
transformations, whereas some remain nearly unchanged, clearly 
recognizable. The title Terra Memoria refers to two words which are full of 
rich associations: to earth and memory. Here earth refers to my material, 
and memory to the way I’m working on it.” 

Beethoven’s E flat quartet (Op. 127) is the first of the group of five works 
referred to, usually with some awe, as the late quartets, and was begun 



in November 1822 soon after a commission for three such works from 
the Russian prince, Nikolai Galitzin. The prince must have been a patient 
man, since he was forced to wait another three years before the first of 
these works was ready for performance; Beethoven had to put quartet 
writing on one side in order to finish three other mammoth projects: 
the Missa Solemnis, the ‘Diabelli’ variations and the Ninth Symphony. Karl 
Holz, who played second violin in the first performance of the quartet, 
and who looked after the composer’s business affairs for a time, reported 
many years later that when Beethoven eventually turned again to quartet 
writing, he worked on a number of them at the same time, such was the 
profusion of musical thoughts that came to him: “My dear friend, I have 
just had another new idea, but that belongs to the quartet after the next 
one.”

The first performance of the E flat quartet was not a success. Part of 
the problem was that two separate performers – the violinist Ignaz 
Schuppanzigh, and the cellist Joseph Linke - both believed that they 
were to organize the première. In the end, it was Schuppanzigh who 
prevailed, although to complicate matters, Linke was the cellist in that 
performance. Many writers have assumed that under-rehearsal was the 
problem. A passage in one of the notebooks that Beethoven used for 
conversation in his late years suggests this to be correct. Schuppanzigh 
writes, “It is true that we performed it too soon, and it did not go as 
it should have done, but I alone should not be blamed.” In any case 
Beethoven stopped Schuppanzigh from giving a second advertised 
performance and handed over the work to Joseph Böhm who played the 
work successfully with the other players remaining unchanged. Böhm’s 
success may have been in part because his group rehearsed the work, as 
he said, “under Beethoven’s own eyes.” Years later, the violinist gave a 
very moving description of Beethoven’s involvement in the preparation 
of this work: “I said under Beethoven’s eyes intentionally, for the 
unhappy man was so deaf that he could no longer hear the heavenly 
sound of his compositions…He crouched in a corner, heard nothing, 
but watched with strained attention...And yet his eyes followed the bows 
and therefore he was able to judge the smallest fluctuations in tempo or 
rhythm and correct them immediately.”

Programme notes by John Mayo



TODAY’S  ART ISTS
Dover Quartet, string quartet

Joel Link, violin; Bryan Lee, violin; Milena Pajaro-van de Stadt, viola; 
Camden Shaw, cello

The Dover Quartet catapulted to international stardom following a 
stunning sweep of the 2013 Banff International String Quartet Competition, 
becoming one of the most in-demand ensembles in the world.  The New 
Yorker recently dubbed them “the young American string quartet of the 
moment,” and The Strad raved that the Quartet is “already pulling away from 
their peers with their exceptional interpretive maturity, tonal refinement and 
taut ensemble.”  In 2013-14, the Quartet became the first ever Quartet-in-
Residence for the venerated Curtis Institute of Music.

During the 2014-15 season, the Dover Quartet will perform more than 100 
concerts throughout the United States, Canada, South America, and Europe. 
Highlights include concerts for the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C, 
Schneider Concerts in New York City, and Wigmore Hall in London.  The 
Quartet will also perform together with the pianists Andre Watts, Anne-
Marie McDermott, and Jon Kimura Parker; the violists Roberto Díaz and 
Cynthia Phelps; and the Pacifica Quartet. 

In addition, the Quartet will participate in week-long residencies for Chamber 
Music Northwest, the Phoenix Chamber Music Festival, the Chamber Music 
Society of Logan, and the Festival Internacional de Musica de Cartagena. 
The Quartet has been reengaged a remarkable number of times for return 
appearances throughout the United States, Canada, Germany, Austria, Italy, 
and Great Britain.

Last fall, the Dover Quartet won not only the Grand Prize but all three 
Special Prizes at the 2013 Banff International String Quartet Competition.  
The Quartet also won top prizes at the Fischoff Competition and the 
Wigmore Hall International String Quartet Competition, and has taken 
part in festivals such as Chamber Music Northwest, Artosphere, La Jolla 
SummerFest, Bravo! Vail, and the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.  During 
the 2013-14 season, the Quartet acted as the Ernst Stiefel String Quartet-
in-Residence at the Caramoor Festival. Additionally, members of the 
Quartet have appeared as soloists with some of the world’s finest orchestras, 
including the Philadelphia Orchestra and the Tokyo Philharmonic.

The Dover Quartet draws from the musical lineage of the Cleveland, 
Vermeer, and Guarneri Quartets, having studied at the Curtis Institute and 
Rice University’s Shepherd School of Music, where they were in residence 



from 2011-2013.  The Quartet has been mentored extensively by Shmuel 
Ashkenasi, James Dunham, Norman Fischer, Kenneth Goldsmith, Joseph 
Silverstein, Arnold Steinhardt, Michael Tree, and Peter Wiley, and is 
dedicated to sharing their music with under-served communities and is 
an active member of Music for Food, an initiative to help musicians fight 
hunger in their home communities.

The Quartet has received glowing reviews during their Canadian tour. 
Calgary Herald noted that “It was a concert not to be missed, if only for the 
chance to hear once more the Dover Quartet’s unmistakable glowing sound, 
near-flawless technique, immaculate phrasing and an obvious simpatico for 
every note and chord they play.” Ottawa Citizen called the Quartet’s concert 
“a model of clarity and also of romantic fervour.”

Tenth Presentation of the
Women’s Musical Club of Toronto’s

Career Development Award

Live Competition
featuring the three finalists for the 2015 CDA

With guest host Julie Nezrallah, CBC Radio Two

Sunday, April 26, 2015, 1.30 - 4.30 p.m.
Walter Hall, Edward Johnson Building

80 Queen’s Park, Toronto
Tickets $25 each

To purchase tickets contact the WMCT office at 416-923-7052

The Career Development Award is a project of the Women’s Musical Club of Toronto
in partnership with CBC Radio 2 and Espace Musique de Radio-Canada

        Sponsor: WMCT Foundation



WMCT FOUNDATION

Will you be there?
Have you bought your tickets?

Don’t miss Toronto’s Big Musical Event of 2015!

The WMCT Career Development Award Live Competition
takes place on

Sunday, April 26, 2015, 1.30 - 4.30 p.m.
Walter Hall

You can help support the live competition by giving generously to
the Women’s Musical Club of Toronto Foundation, 

which helps fund the WMCT’s superb concert programming,
scholarships for young musicians, 

and the WMCT’s Career Development Award.
Please respond to Angela Hewitt’s letter inviting you to donate, and 

do so generously.

Tickets to the live competition
are $25 each and available through the WMCT office 

by calling 416-923-7052.

WMCT Foundation
56 The Esplanade, Suite 203A, Toronto  ON  M5E 1A7

416-923-7052, foundation@wmct.on.ca
Charitable Business Number: 86727 0647 RR0001



SPONSORS 2014-2015

The Women’s Musical Club of Toronto 
gratefully acknowledges the following sponsors

2014-2015 Concert Series 

Concert Sponsor  $7,500 + 
  The Mary-Margaret Webb Foundation

Women’s Musical Club of Toronto Foundation

Sponsor Plus  $3,000 - $7,499
Ontario Arts Council

Sponsor  $1,000 - $2,999
Imperial Oil Foundation
Charles H. Ivey Foundation 
The Henry White Kinnear Foundation
The McLean Foundation
Ontario Arts Foundation
Toronto Arts Council
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd.

In Kind
Faculty of Music, University of Toronto
L’Atelier Grigorian
Metro

Radio sponsor



Vivace Supporter 
($1,000 +)
Jennifer & Sandy Browne ̂  
Janet Charlton & 
   Robert W. Korthals ̂  
Marion Ford ̂  
Betty & Joe Gray ̂ *
Dianne Henderson ̂ *
Eva Innes ̂ *
Michael M. & Sonja Koerner ̂  
William A. & Janice Lambert ̂  
John B. Lawson ̂ *
Pamela MacKenzie ̂ *
Esther & John McNeil ̂  
Helen J. & Kenneth 
   Rotenberg ̂ *
Ina van Berkel ̂ *

Allegro Supporter
($500 - $999)
Anne-Marie H. Applin ^*
James C. Baillie ^ 
Richard J. Balfour ^ 
Elizabeth Black ^*
Thomas A. Bogart & 
   Kathryn Tamaki ̂  
Theresa & John Caldwell *
Beverley Chernos *
Douglas G. Gardner ^*
Peter A. Goulding ^*
Emmy & Walter Homburger ̂ *
Susan & Don Johnston ^*
Doris Low ^ 
Carol MacNicol ^*
Diane Martello ^*
Marianne Weil ^*

Andante Supporter 
($250 - $499)
Vivienne Bailey ^*
Ann & Bartley Bull ^ 

Barbara Charters *
Margaret Davidson ^*
Ted Dawson *
Hanna & Fred Feuerriegel ̂ *
Beverley & George Flint ^*
Holde Gerlach ^*
Edna Hajnal *
Gordon Hamilton ^*
Ingrid Harms ^*
Patricia Harris ^ 
Frances (Nancy) Howey ̂ *
Jerri Merritt Jones ^*
Nora Langley *
Jeannine LiChong ^ 
Vodrie McOuat *
Elizabeth Newton ^ 
Karyn O’Neill *
Mary Jean & Frank Potter *
Marlene Preiss ^*
Annette Sanger ^*
Sylvia Schmid *
Julia & Michael Smith ^*
April Boyington Wall ^ 
Robert White *
Fay Wood ^*

Adagio Supporter
($125 - $249)
Patricia Brodie *
Janet Burnie *
Elizabeth Cobban ^*
Michael Derblich *
Jennifer & Frank Flower *
Ann Foster *
Frances & William Frisken *
Barbara Gory *
Miriam Green ^*
Kathy Halliday *
Nancy Hardy ^ 
Joan Harvey *
Susan Hayes *

Mary Heather ^*
Avril Hill ^ *
Adair & Ian Hope *
Renata Humphries *
Marnie Hunt ^*
Judy Korthals *
Eirene Landon ^ *
Sandra Lind ^*
Mandy & Bill Macrae *
Isabel Makin ^ 
Johanna Morgan ^*
Mary Mullin ^*
Beatrix Nienkamper *
Bernadette Palmer *
Allison Roach ^*
Olaug Smith ^*
Daphne Stapleton *
Christina Duff Stewart *
Helen & Greg Taylor ^ 
Jo ten Brummeler *
Harry Tonogai *
Wanda Trimble *
Gary Vivian *
Beth Weintrop ^ 
Frank (Barry) White ^ 
Margaret White *
Nora Wilson ^*

Largo Supporter 
($ 50 - $124)
Margaret Agar *
Howard Aitken *
Ruth M. Baillie ^ 
Marlene Baker *
Patricia Baker *
Marietta Bennie *
Jane Binmore *
Patricia Brodie ^ 
Marilyn & Patrick Brown ̂  
Catherine Buck ^ 
Nancy Byers *

WMCT BEL CANTO & FOUNDATION DONORS
The following members and friends are thanked for their generosity:



Barbara Byers  *
Kristina Charles *
Mei Chau *
Leah Cohen ^ 
Diana & Bradley 
   Crawford *
Pleasance & Charles  
   Crawford *
Josephine Dasko *
Kathleen Davis ^ 
Anne & Michael Delaney ̂  
Simone Desilets *
Janette Doupe *
Jean Edwards *
Ivan Elkan ^ 
Margaret Emery *
Glenna Fair ^ 
Elinor Fillion *
Marcy Fish *
Janine Gagne *
Alison Gibson ^ 
Phyllis Goodfellow *
Joan & Robert Gray *
Janet Greenbank *
Dorothy Gutter *
Mary Hainsworth *
LeNore Halfknight ^ 
Patricia Hausner *
Verity & Peter Hobbs *
Kathleen Kells *
Marion Kinch *
Sandra Kingstone *
Laura Lane *
Sheila Larmer *
Susan Lumley *
Dorothy & Ian Macdonald ̂  
Dorothea Manson ^ 
Ruth Marks *
John Mayo *

Lois McDonald *
Barbara McEwen *
Kathleen McMorrow *
Maxine Minden *
Beryl Møller *
Stephen Munro *
Christine Muranyi *
Hilary Nicholls *
Charline Norgrove *
Bonnie O’Dacre *
Grace Olds *
Jean Orpwood *
Catherine Peer *
Ida & Walter Pitman ^ 
Judy Ratcliffe *
Eleanor & Don Richardson *
Rosemary Robertson ^ 
Helen Robson *
Carol Rosenthall *
Berte Rubin ^ 
Marguerite Savidant *
Joy Schreiber *
Gwenlyn Setterfield *
Rosemary Sewell ^ 
Anne Spitzer *
Sandra Steen ^ *
Kathryn Taylor *
Margaret Taylor *
Jennifer Trehearne & 
   Sam Saibil ^ 
Miriam & Patrick 
   Trehearne ^ 
Mary VanderVennen ^ 
Carol Vine *
Debra Voorheis ^ 
Hilda Waddell *
Stephanie Wellis *
Jackie Wood *
Diana Wurtzburg * 

Supporter 
(up to $49)
Ann Barrett *
Cathy & Terry Boak *
Ellen Briant *
Wendy DesLauriers *
Rose Egan ^ 
Agnes Gabor *
Kim & Martin 
   Galligan ^ 
Sophia Kert *
Tiiu Klein *
Sylvia Kosky *
Esther Langer ^ 
Nannette Mostyn *
Julia Narine ^ 
Lynda Reid *
Shirley Rochman *
Alexandra Semeniuk ^ 
Darlene Snyder * 

* WMCT Bel Canto donor as of September 1, 2014
^ Friends of the Foundation donor as of March 31, 2014

 WMCT FOUNDATION
 LegacyCircle 
 MEMBERS

 Hanna Feuerriegel
 Barbara Gory
 Peter A. Goulding & 
   Frank (Barry) White
 Betty Gray
 Emmy Homburger
 Isabel Jackson
 Esther McNeil
 Elizabeth Newton
 Mary VanderVennen
 Marianne Weil
 Nora Wilson
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Programme subject to change without notice.

Please turn off cell phones and other noise making devices. 

As a courtesy to others, please refrain from wearing perfume or other scents.

No photography nor recordings of any type without prior permission of the WMCT.

Members/subscribers unable to attend a concert may donate the ticket(s) to the Women’s Musical 
Club of Toronto for resale and receive an official donation receipt for income tax purposes for 
the value of the returned ticket(s). Tickets must be received at the WMCT office at least 48 hours 
before the concert (photocopies are not acceptable for donation receipts).

Master trumpeter

 JENS LINDEMANN
Programme: 
Brassfire: an innovative concert experience featuring a range of musical styles, 
Brassfire is a journey from the classics of Bach and Debussy, via Piazzolla and 
Ellington, to the composers of today including Allan Gilliland and Kristian 
Alexandrov.

NEXT CONCERT
Thursday, March 12, 2015, 1.30 p.m.

Walter Hall, Edward Johnson Building
80 Queen’s Park, Toronto

g
2015-2016 Season Launch

Come hear about the upcoming 118th season and the exciting lineup
of musicians who will be presented on the WMCT’s stage.

Thursday, March 12, 2015, at 12.15 p.m. sharp
Walter Hall, Edward Johnson Building



PATRONS
The Right Honourable Adrienne Clarkson, PC, CC, CMM, COM, CD
Sir Andrew Davis, CBE, Music Director & Principal Conductor, Lyric Opera of Chicago
Walter Homburger, C.M.
Catherine Robbin, O.C., Director of Classical Vocal Studies, Department of Music, York 
University

HONORARY ADV ISERS
David Beach, Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Music, University of Toronto
J. Anthony Caldwell
Susan V. Corrigan, former Arts Administrator, WMCT
Victor Feldbrill, O.C., O.Ont., Conductor
John B. Lawson, Q.C.
Louis Lortie, O.C., C.Q., Pianist
Don McLean, Dean, Faculty of Music, University of Toronto
Esther McNeil, Founding Chair, Career Development Award; Founding Chair WMCT Foundation
John D. McNeil, CFA
Elizabeth Newton
Peter Oundjian, Music Director, Toronto Symphony Orchestra
Arthur R.A. Scace, Q.C.
Peter Simon, President, The Royal Conservatory of Music

BOARD OF  D IRECTORS
Annette Sanger, President
Diane Martello, Vice-president
Janet Murray, CPA, CA, Secretary-Treasurer
Julia Smith, Past President 
Jennifer Browne
Patricia Hausner
Eva Innes
Susan Johnston
Kathleen McMorrow
Jerri Merritt Jones
Bonnie O’Dacre
Marlene Preiss
Jackie Wood

HONORARY BOARD MEMBERS
Danuta Buczynski
John K. Caldwell
Hanna Feuerriegel
Betty Gray
Emmy Homburger
Ann Hughson
Pamela MacKenzie
Mandy Macrae
Marianne Weil

ARTS  ADMIN ISTRATOR
Neva Peykova

ARTIST IC  D IRECTOR
Simon Fryer

A list of Women’s Musical Club of Toronto concerts, comprising performers, repertoire, 
and venues, from the first season in 1898-1899 up to and including  the most recently 
completed season, is available at wmct.on.ca/about-wmct/history



The Women’s Musical Club of Toronto welcomes members
and guests to its 117th season of presenting chamber music
at its finest.

Music in the Afternoon, a five-concert series, presents
musicians who are on the threshold of international
recognition, as well as established artists and ensembles.
Both Canadian and international artists are invited to
perform. The WMCT also commits to commission a new
work by a Canadian composer. The series is presented to its
members/subscribers, and single tickets are also available.

The WMCT assists exceptional young Canadian talent
through scholarships, awards and performance opportunities.
Presented every third year, the Career Development Award is
one of Canada’s most prestigious awards for a young
musician embarking on a performance career.

A volunteer-run organization, the WMCT provides an
opportunity for men and women to assist in the selection of
artists and the presentation of the concerts, in addition to
sharing in the appreciation of the fine performances.
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